
 

 

ABSTRACT 

HARDER, ABRAM BENNETT. Thermal Conductivity and Permeability of Activated 

Carbon with Variance in Sample Porosity. (Under the direction of Dr. Richard Gould). 

The thermal conductivity of powdered activated carbon was found for two samples of 

different porosities, and the permeability of a single sample was found. For lower porosities 

all particles larger than 40m were sifted out. For the higher porosity an unsifted sample was 

used. 

Thermal conductivity was found to be 0.44 and 0.59 W/m∙K for the unsifted and sifted 

samples, respectively. Pressure drop was measured at various mass and volume flow rates, 

through the sample and a linear relationship was evident in both. Using pressure drop data 

the permeability of the unsifted activated carbon was found to be 6.5*10
-13 

m
2
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1.0 Introduction 

The increasing focus on global warming has intensified the desire to increase fuel efficiency 

for vehicles using internal combustion engines. New CAFE standards have been set for 

model years 2012 through 2016 requiring an increase from 29.7 to 34.1 mpg in those four 

years [1].  It has been estimated that light passenger vehicles and trucks consume 80% of oil 

imported to the US [2]. One strategy to reduce the amount of energy used is to reduce the 

accessory loads on the engines of the vehicles. Perhaps the largest accessory load is the air 

conditioning (AC) compressor, which can account for 12-17% of the energy used during a 

light passenger vehicle’s commute [3]. A source of energy not currently being utilized is the 

exhaust heat from the engine of the vehicle. This exhaust heat can account for 35% of the 

energy released from the fuel [3], a potentially large source of energy given its high 

temperature once the vehicle has warmed up. 

There are several different approaches to using the exhaust heat to power an AC system to 

cool the vehicle; thermoelectric devices, liquid absorption refrigeration, or solid adsorption 

refrigeration.  

Thermoelectric generation is possible but requires a large amount of space to provide the 

necessary power required to drive an AC compressor. Thatcher et al. [4] developed a 

prototype thermoelectric generator but were only able to generate approximately 200 W with 

a system that had a mass of 39.9 kg. In order to generate enough electricity for a vehicle’s 

AC system, 6 kW [3], this thermoelectric generator design would have a mass of 1200 kg.   

Boatto et al.[5] looked at using a water-lithium bromide absorption system powered by 

exhaust heat.  They ran into difficulties imposed by the dynamics of being on a moving 

vehicle. The accelerations and changing orientation of the system led to instabilities in their 

system. Koehler et al.[6] built a prototype refrigeration system that utilized the ammonia-

water pair. Both systems seemed only suited for “long distance driving on flat roads”. 

In solid adsorption refrigeration systems, the bank of adsorbent must be heated to desorb the 

working gas, and cooled to re-adsorb it. To have a system that produces continuous cooling 
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multiple adsorbent banks are alternatively heated and cooled [3]. This also allows for the 

system to utilize thermal and mass transfer methods to improve the Coefficient of 

Performance (COP) of the system. Also solid adsorption systems are not as susceptible to the 

changes in orientation and accelerations as are the liquid absorption systems. 

Meunier [7] explored the thermal transfer methods of improving the COP of solid adsorption 

systems. The uniform temperature adsorber process transfers heat directly from one adsorber 

bank to the other. This gives only a modest boost to COP as the amount of heat that can be 

transferred from one adsober to the other is limited as energy is only transferred while they 

are at different temperatures. An alternative thermal transfer method, the thermal wave 

process, uses a second loop to transfer heat from the heat source instead of heating the 

adsorbent banks directly. This second loop also cools the adsorbent banks, allowing the 

recapture of heat from the adsorbent banks as they are cooled. This process is much more 

efficient at transferring heat energy from one adsorber to the other. 

Another strategy for improved performance is to use mass recovery [8]. For mass recovery 

the system must have two adsorbers that are out of phase similar to the thermal transfer 

methods. For mass recovery, the two adsorbers are directly connected via a mass recovery 

valve. Halfway through the cycle one adsorber is hot and at a high pressure, while the other 

is cool and at a low pressure. At this point the mass recovery valve is opened and refrigerant 

travels from the hot adsorber to the cool one until their pressures equalize. Qu et. al. [8] 

experimentally explored the effects of the mass recovery and found that the mass recovery 

strategy by itself was only slightly effective, but a coupling with the thermal transfer methods 

led to the largest improvements in COP. 

 Wang and Wang [9] looked at the many different approaches to solid adsorption 

refrigeration. They found that the key to improved COP, once the strategies of thermal and 

mass transfer have been utilized, was a reduction in cycle time. Two methods are necessary 

to reduce the cycle time of the system, increases in the flow of mass from the adsorbent bank 

and increases in the thermal transfer through the adsorbent bank. A common method used to 

increase thermal transfer is to compact the adsorbent bank. This can greatly increase the heat 
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transfer through the adsorbent but impedes the mass transfer. Usually the effective thermal 

conductivity of the adsorber is improved enough to increase the COP in spite of the reduction 

in mass transfer. 

Several authors have evaluated different working pairs for solid adsorption refrigeration. 

Commonly used pairs include: zeolite-water; silica gel-water; activated carbon-ammonia; 

activated carbon-methanol [10] [7]. The two pairs that utilize water both have very low 

vaporization pressures, which require an extra tight vacuum as they are susceptible to air 

poisoning. Also both systems can freeze in sub-freezing ambient temperatures. Carbon-

methanol shows good potential but methanol becomes unstable at temperatures above 393K . 

Since engine exhaust can average 755K [11], methanol, together with its low working 

pressure, is unsuitable for this application [12]. For the application of utilizing light vehicle 

exhaust heat, Lambert et al.[13] has determined that the carbon-ammonia pair is best suited 

for driving the passenger compartment air conditioning.  

Activated carbon comes in many different forms: monolithic; granular; fibre and cloth; 

powder; and compacted. Tamainot-Telto et al.[14] ran simulations comparing the COP’s of 

systems utilizing the different forms of activated carbon in their adsorber banks. With a 

driving temperature of 200°C, powdered activated carbon had the highest COP in ice 

making, as a heat pump, and the air conditioning application. However monolithic carbon 

had the highest cooling density (MJ/m
3
) due to its very high density, 2 to 4 times that of 

powdered carbon[15][16]. 

Given the promising cooling density of the monolithic carbon, Critoph and Tamainot-Telto 

have done work studying adsorption systems with monolithic carbon as the adsober 

[16][17][18]. Their investigation into monolithic carbon includes its thermophysical 

properties where they found that this dense carbon had thermal conductivities up to 0.44 

W/m∙K. When making an air conditioning system for a vehicle, specific cooling power 

(SCP), cooling energy out per unit mass, is important. Since monolithic carbon is dense, it is 

made by compressing carbon powder with a binder and pyrolyzation, this leads to a higher 

SCP. High density also should help increase thermal conductivity making thermal transport 
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faster in the adsorber bank, thus making shorter cycle times possible [10].  Their earlier 

prototypes averaged a COP of 0.22 while a newer design utilizing a carbon- aluminum 

laminate had a COP of about 0.44. This is close to the required COP of 0.6 that was 

estimated by Lambert [3].  

While monolithic carbon is much denser than powdered activated carbon, it can only adsorb 

half to a third of the ammonia that powdered carbons can [14]. Authors such as Lambert have 

proposed adsorber banks using powdered adsorbent [3]. Expecting a thermal conductivity 

lower than monolithic carbon’s, Lambert proposed a finned heat exchanger to increase its 

thermal transport, but to what extent is unknown. It was also assumed that as powdered 

carbon is less dense than monolithic that the mass transfer would be higher. 

The focus of this research is to determine the thermal conductivity of powdered activated 

carbon and the pressure drop through it and to explore the effects powder porosity on the 

thermal conductivity. Since enhancements of COP are dependent on increasing thermal or 

mass transfer to reduce cycle time, a study of powdered carbon is crucial before a properly 

designed adsorber heat exchanger can be built. While monolithic carbon is very dense and 

has higher expected thermal conductivity, the expected increase in mass transfer coupled 

with powdered carbon’s higher adsorbance of ammonia could be a promising route in 

carbon-ammonia systems if the thermal conductivity of powdered carbon is high enough. 

Porosity will be varied by sifting the powder to separate particles of different sizes. The 

smaller particles will settle more densely and therefore will have a lower porosity. As the 

density of the powder bed increases, it is expected that thermal transport should improve. The 

pressure drop through the sample will be used to find the permeability of the powdered 

carbon, an important characteristic for design considerations as well. 

 

1.1 Adsorption System Operation 

The components of a typical adsorption system are very similar to a vapor compression 

system, containing a condenser, throttle valve, and evaporator. The compressor is replaced 

with one or more adsorbers, which provided the pressure gradient to move the working gas 
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through the system and produce refrigeration. The pressure-temperature cycle for a single 

adsorber system is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1: Pressure-Temperature graph for single adsorber system[3]  

 

At point 1 the adsorber is at low pressure and temperature and is fully saturated with the 

working gas. A control valve is used to isolate the adsorber so that desired condensation and 

evaporation pressures can be reached. The adsorber is heated from points 1 to 2, and the 

control valve is closed until the desired condensation pressure is reached. While the adsorber 

is heated working gas desorbs from the adsorbent, increasing the pressure. At point 2 the 

control valve is opened and working gas moves into the condenser while the adsorber is 

continued to be heated. At point 3 the adsorbent is fully depleted, and the working gas is all 
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in the condenser as there is no pressure gradient to draw the working gas through the rest of 

the system. The control valve is closed again and the adsorber is cooled until the pressure 

reaches the desired evaporation pressure. At point 4 the control valve is opened and the 

adsorber is continuing to be cooled as working gas now has a pressure gradient and flows 

through the rest of the system producing a refrigeration effect. This basic cycle gives broken 

cooling, and multiple adsorbers must be used for continuous cooling. 

Thermal transfer and mass recovery are the two main ways to improve system performance, 

and systems utilizing these methods are shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. 

Figure 1.2: Adsorption refrigeration system utilizing thermal transfer method 
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In Figure 1.2, Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) lines are shown in Red, while the working gas 

channels are shown in Blue. A HTF is used instead of directly heating and cooling the 

adsorbers, which are half a cycle apart. For the explanation of thermal transfer it is assumed 

that Adsorber 1 is cold and needs to be heated, and Adsorber 2 is hot and needs to be cooled.  

 HTF is heated by exhaust before being routed by the valve manifold to Adsorber 1 

 After giving energy to Adsorber 1 the HTF is cooled further by ambient air in the 

HTF radiator 

 The HTF is then routed through Adsorber 2, where it gains energy as the Adsorber is 

cooled 

 The HTF is heated further by the exhaust before going back through Adsorber 1  

Since COP is designated as 
    

   
 by reusing heat energy from the adsorber being cooled the 

same output is produced while using less energy from the exhaust, thus improving COP. 
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Figure 1.3: Adsorption refrigeration system utilizing mass recovery method 

As shown in Figure 1.3, a system that utilizes mass recovery is very similar to one that uses 

thermal transfer to increase COP. An additional mass recovery line is added, shown in green. 

For the explanation of mass recovery it is assumed that Adsorber 1 is cold and at low 

pressure, and Adsorber 2 is hot and at high pressure. This is half way through the cycle and 

Adsorber 1 is saturated and Adsorber 2 is void of working gas. 

 The mass recovery valve opens, while the rest of the check valves are closed, quickly 

equalizing the two adsorbers’ pressures 

 Adsorber 1 is heated by the influx of warm working gas, also the increase in pressure 

induces additional adsorption 

 Adsorption is exothermic causing the Adsorber 1 to be further warmed 
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 Adsorber 2 is cooled by the reduction of pressure, which also causes additional 

desorption 

 The desorption is endothermic further cooling Adsorber 2 

 When the pressures are equalized the mass recovery valve is closed and the check 

valves are reopened. 

Mass transfer offers little improvement by itself but when coupled with thermal transfer 

provided additional improvements to COP over just thermal transfer.
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2.0 Methods 

2.1 Sifting process 

All activated carbon powder used in the experiments was Nuchar SA produced by 

MeadWestvaco. The carbon powder is made from hardwood sawdust and is chemically 

activated using a phosphoric acid catalyst. It has an estimated surface area of 1400 to 1800 

m
2
 per gram of carbon. The activated carbon was screened using a stack of fine stainless steel 

filter cloths as shown in Figure 2.1.1. The filter cloths were of a twill dutch weave and the 

particle retention was tested by a screen manufacturer [19]. 

Figure 2.1.1: Sifting apparatus showing particle size and screen mesh density 

Raw carbon powder was added to the top and sifted downward due to shaking and agitation. 

Once the powder had been separated measurements of thermal conductivity and the effects of 

porosity were studied. It was discovered that the powder exhibits a strong cohesive property 

and that shaking on a mechanical shaker alone was not enough agitation to promote sifting. 
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After being on a mechanical shaker for two to three minutes the powder would form a solid 

block that would not pass through the screen. To restore the powder to a siftable form, small 

pieces of copper pipe were added to the layers. This allowed, through periodic manual 

shaking, the powder to remain in a more free flowing state and increased the rate at which 

powder sifted through the layers. 

Initial estimations of particle size were based upon information from the powder 

manufacture, MeadWestvaco. Their estimate was that 65 to 85 percent of the powder went 

through a 325 mesh screen and so was less than 45 µm [20]. To properly sift and retain the 

powder it was determined that a twill dutch weave filter cloth would have the best particle 

retention. For twill dutch weave mesh the mesh count is warp x weft openings per inch, as 

the warp wire is a larger diameter than the weft. It was discovered that only a very small 

percentage of the powder made it through the 135 x 800 mesh screen, with even less going 

through the 200 x 1600 mesh screen. This could be due to the composition of the powder 

with a majority of particles being larger than 24µm in diameter, or that it is difficult to force 

particles that are smaller than 24µm in diameter through a fine screen by gravity only. 

Due to the limited amount of carbon that was smaller than 24µm in diameter, and the 

difficulty in assuring that particles above the 120 x 600 mesh screen were all greater than 

40µm in diameter, experiments were conducted with two densities; unsifted powder and 

powder where the particles were less than 40µm in diameter. 

2.2 Determining Porosity 

To find the porosity of the samples Eqn. 2.2.1 from Lambert et al. was used [13]. 

                  
       

        
  

 

       
   Eqn. 2.2.1 

Where         is the volume of the sample, Msample is the mass of the sample, ρcompact is the 

density of activated carbon when it is completely compacted, which Lambert et al.[13] found 

to be     
  

  . Volume of the pressure drop apparatus was measured using graduated 

cylinders. The screen was replaced with plastic to simulate the deflection in the screen which 

made it difficult to simply measure the height component of the pressure drop apparatus’ 
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volume. The volume measurement was made using 100mL and 25mL graduated cylinders 

three times and the average taken. For the thermal conductivity experiments, height and 

diameter measurements were taken using a pair of dial calipers since there was no deflection 

for this experiment. In both cases the apparatus was weighed before and after the powder was 

added to find the mass of the powder. With the mass and volume of the powder known it was 

possible to calculate the porosity. Uncertainty of these measurements is covered in section 

3.2. 

To determine the powder mass the procedure used was as follows. Powder was first added to 

the container, and then agitated to promote settling. Additional powder was added to refill the 

container and the sample was agitated again. This process was repeated until no further 

settling was visibly detected, at which point the container was weighed to determine the mass 

of the powder that was added. The uncertainty of the porosity calculations are discussed in 

section 3.6. 

2.3 Thermal Conductivity Measurements 

Measurements of the thermal conductivity of the powder were found using a guarded hot 

plate technique.  A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.3.1. 
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Figure 2.3.1: Thermal Conductivity Apparatus using guarded hot plated method 

All thermocouple signals were monitored using an Omega OMB-DAQ-56 analog to digital 

data acquisition (DAQ) system. This DAQ was interfaced to a computer through a USB 

cable, allowing for data capture. 
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The guarded hot plate method consists of a vacuum chamber where the sample, the powdered 

carbon, is warmed by an electric heater. The sample heater is insulated from the guard plate, 

which is also warmed to the same temperature at the sample heater; this ensures that all 

energy from the sample heater passes only through the sample. It is assumed that no energy 

is being radiated from the sample as the temperatures are kept low and fairly close to the 

surrounding temperature. No estimation of radiation losses were made, but radiation 

shields(aluminum foil) were placed between the sample and chamber walls to reduce the 

exchange between the vacuum chamber and the sample.  Any small differences in 

temperature from the guard plate to the sample heater were measured and the energy flow 

was calculated using Eqn. 2.3.1    

         
     

  
                 Eqn. 2.3.1 

where qin is the total energy moving through the sample, qhtr is the heat energy being 

produced from the sample heater, kS is the thermal conductivity of Styrofoam, AS is the 

normal area of the Styrofoam,     is the thickness of the Styrofoam that separates the sample 

heater from the guard plate, and ΔThtr is the temperature of the guard plate minus the 

temperature of the heater. The uncertainty associated with Eqn. 2.3.1 is discussed in section 

3.7. 

2.3.1 Thermocouples 

Two type T thermocouples were used on the guard plate and a third on the sample heater. An 

average was taken between the two on the guard plate for calculations. A container of ice and 

water is used as a sink for the energy, to drive conduction in the geometry.  Two type T 

thermocouples were used to measure the temperature of the sample and their separation 

distance was measured using dial calipers. These thermocouples had an exposed junction and 

were surrounded by a 0.020” stainless steel sheath. The small diameter and exposed junction 

gave the thermocouples better response with the fine powder. The thermocouple junction was 

located at the axis of the 3 inch diameter pipe so as to be in the center of the sample. The 
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thermocouples were oriented horizontally where the temperature gradient in the radial 

direction is believed to be small.  

Samples of activated carbon powder were contained in three inch diameter foam core PVC 

pipe. The sample heater was powered by approximately 5.4 VAC and a steady state was 

reached before measurements of thermal conductivity were made. Uncertainty in the readings 

from thermocouples is discussed in section 3.3. 

2.3.2 Thermocouple Normalization 

Due to the inherent error and fluctuations in thermocouple measurements the thermocouples 

were first normalized so that all thermocouples gave the same temperature reading. With all 

the thermocouples in equilibrium with the room temperature, a 100 second sample at a rate of 

one measurement per second was taken. The average value of all five thermocouples was 

found from the 100 samples. The amount each thermocouple differed from the average was 

then found.  This was used as a calibration offset in the DAQ and another sample of the same 

size was taken. The average value of all five thermocouples was found from the 100 samples 

again as well as the amount each thermocouple differed from this average. This second 

difference was added to the first calibration offset and a new calibration offset was entered 

into the DAQ.  This process was repeated two more times, and the thermocouples were then 

considered normalized for each sample. While the thermocouples were not calibrated to a 

known temperature, by normalizing them time averages can be used to find the temperature 

difference between thermocouples, and effectively remove electrical noise. 

2.3.3 Temperature Measurements 

The temperature difference was measured once steady state was reached. A sample of 500 

seconds at one sample per second was taken and a time average of each reported temperature 

was used for the final ΔT. The long sample time allowed for confirmation that the 

temperature differences were steady state. 

To find the energy from the sample heater, qhtr, Eqn. 2.3.2 was used. 

       
  

 
                         Eqn. 2.3.2 
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Where P is the electrical power input of the heater, V is the voltage difference across the 

heater, and R is the electrical resistance of the heater which is a function of temperature. The 

resistance of the heater as a function of temperature was found empirically for both heaters. 

Resistance was measured every five degrees Centigrade from 110 °C to 20°C.  A third order 

polynomial was then used to fit these measurements. The equation used for the sifted 

powder’s heater is shown in Eqn. 2.3.3. 

                                                  Eqn. 2.3.3 

Uncertainty associated with Eqns. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 is discussed in section 3.7. 

2.3.4 Thermal Conductivity of PVC 

Due to the low thermal conductivity of the powdered activated carbon, an assessment of the 

thermal conductivity of the PVC pipe was necessary to accurately calculate the thermal 

conductivity of the powder.  Tseng et al. [21] tested PVC and found thermal conductivities 

for a range of densities. A sample of the 3 inch foam core PVC pipe was weighed and 

measured and its density found. Using the values from Tseng et al. an interpolation between 

the values was made and a thermal conductivity of the PVC calculated. The uncertainty in 

this thermal conductivity is discussed in section 3.8. 

2.3.5 Thermal Conductivity of Activated Carbon 

Once the thermal conductivity of the PVC pipe was known it was then possible to compute 

the thermal conductivity of the powdered carbon from the measured temperature difference. 

A 1-D heat transfer path was assumed for calculations with the powder and PVC in parallel 

giving Eqn. 2.3.4.  

     
 

    
 
     

     
                     Eqn. 2.3.4 

Where kpdr is the thermal conductivity of the carbon powder, Apdr is the cross sectional area 

of the carbon powder,   is the distance between the thermocouples, ΔTpdr is the temperature 

difference between the thermocouples, kpvc is the thermal conductivity of the PVC, and Apvc 

is the cross sectional area of the PVC. The uncertainty associated with Eqn. 2.3.4 is discussed 

in section 3.8. 
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2.4 Pressure drop measurements 

Pressure drop measurement were taken with a sample that was 1.04 inches thick in a 4.029 

inch inside diameter PVC pipe giving a flow cross sectional area of 0.008225m
2
. The 

apparatus is shown in Figure 2.4.1. The nitrogen enters the 4 inch pipe from the flow meter 

through a ¼ inch polyethylene tube. A high pressure reservoir allows even flow across the 

sample. The sample is sandwiched between a set of 325x2300 mesh screens, which has a 

particle retention capability of 9µm. A coarse common window screen was used to help keep 

the fine screen from deflecting and bursting under the pressure. The mesh screens are 

compressed between the lips of the PVC pipe, and a thin layer of vacuum grease together 

with a thin flat rubber gasket served to seal the joint. 

Figure 2.4.1: Pressure drop apparatus.  
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A schematic of the complete pressure drop setup is shown in Figure 2.4.2.  

 
Figure 2.4.2: Delta P system schematic 

Nitrogen is routed from the tank through the Teledyne Hastings 203 Series flow meter. The 

absolute pressure and temperature of the nitrogen is taken immediately after it leaves the 

meter. This section of pipe is insulated to keep the temperature from being influenced by the 

ambient temperature. A T type thermocouple was used for the temperature measurement. All 

pressure transducers were Omega PX01C1-050AV, which require a driving voltage of 10 
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VDC and have a range from 0 to 50 psi absolute. The signals from the pressure transducers 

and the thermocouple were monitored by an Omega OMB-DAQ-56 analog to digital DAQ. 

This DAQ was interfaced to a computer through a USB cable, allowing for data capture. To 

ensure accuracy in the flow measurements all joints following the flow meter were tested 

using a gas leak testing fluid to certify that no nitrogen was leaking from the system. 

The pressure transducers require an Omega PT1H-10-6P connector. Due to the limited 

number of connectors that matched the pressure transducers 30 seconds of one measurement 

per second were taken with an electrical plug on the high pressure side pressure transducer 

then the plug was switched to the low pressure side and 30 more samples were taken. The 

pressure transducer that monitored the nitrogen’s state immediately after the flow meter was 

constantly connected. Steady state was reached before any measurements were taken, with 

both the pressure and temperature of the flow monitored to insure flow conditions were 

constant. The pressure reading for each respective side was then averaged over the duration 

for use in calculations. Readings were taken starting at 3L/min increasing by 3 L/min ending 

with measurements taken at 42L/min, for a total of 14 measurements. 

The volume flow meter that was used was originally calibrated for air and so to obtain the 

mass flow rate of the nitrogen a conversion had to be made. This type of flow meter takes a 

known part of the flow from a shunt to assure laminar flow through a small tube that is 

heated. The meter measures the difference in temperature between the two ends of the tube 

and with a known electrical input it uses calibration fluid properties to calculate the flow 

using the equation below.  

       
 

     
 

Where ρ is the density of the gas, Q is the volume flow rate,    is the mass flow rate, q is the 

heat energy input,    is the heat capacity of the gas, and    is the difference in the 

temperatures at the two ends of the element. 

The pressure transducers give a maximum output of 3mV per volt input. The input voltage 

was recorded and then multiplied by 0.003 to give maximum output of the pressure 
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transducer at the transducer’s maximum pressure. The scale of the transducers was 0-50psia. 

Eqn. 2.4.1 was used to find the pressure from the voltage reading of the pressure transducer, 

  
  

    
          Eqn. 2.4.1 

where P is the pressure, Vmax is the maximum output of the pressure transducer, and Vout is 

the measured output voltage of the pressure transducer. Delta P was found by simply 

subtracting the pressure on the low pressure side from the high side’s pressure. 

To find QN2  knowing Qair,  the volume flow rates of nitrogen and air respectively, as energy 

input and the temperature difference are the same, so we can take the ratio of the two. 

    

   
 

 
           

 
       

  

 

Solving for QN2 we get Eqn. 2.4.2 

        

         

       

     Eqn. 2.4.2 

where ρair is the density of air,       is the specific heat capacity of air, ρN2 is the density of 

nitrogen, and     
 is the specific heat capacity of nitrogen. It was necessary to record the 

temperature and pressure of the nitrogen as it left the flow meter to later calculate the density 

of air and nitrogen at the recorded conditions. This was taken in 30 second samples and then 

time averaged for calculations.  To judge whether the ideal gas equation was a viable option 

for the calculation of the density of the nitrogen and air, the compressibility factor of the 

gases was analyzed.  First the reduced pressure and temperature had to be calculated using 

Eqn. 2.4.3 And Eqn. 2.4.4 

   
 

  
       . 2.4.3 

   
 

  
          Eqn. 2.4.4 

where PR is the reduced pressure, P is the absolute pressure, and PC is the critical pressure. TR 

is the reduced temperature, T is the absolute temperature, and TC is the critical temperature. 
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Consulting a generalized compressibility chart [22], and noting that the nitrogen’s PR ranged 

from approximately 0.03 to 0.06, with a TR that was approximately 2.354, it was found that 

nitrogen closely follows the ideal gas law for the range of PR and TR seen in this experiment. 

Wark suggests a ±2% error for nitrogen in this range. For air, the PR ranged from 

approximately 0.03 to 0.05 and TR was approximately 2.234. Air also closely follows the 

ideal gas law for the range of PR and TR seen in this experiment. Since air is comprised of 

about 80% nitrogen it was assumed to have a ±2% error from the ideal gas law as well. 

The density of the nitrogen and air were then found using the ideal gas law, Eqn. 2.4.5. 

  
 

  
      Eqn. 2.4.5 

Where ρ is the density, P is the absolute pressure, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature. Once the densities of nitrogen and air were known, with Cp values at 25°C and 

1 atm from Wark [22] it was possible to use Eqn. 2.4.2 to calculate the volume flow rate of 

the nitrogen, and then calculate the mass flow rate by Eqn. 2.4.6 

     
 

    
          Eqn. 2.4.6 

where      is the mass flow rate of the nitrogen in kg per minute. Since flow temperature and 

pressures were all close to the given values for Cp it was assumed constant throughout this 

experiment. The uncertainty in flow and pressure calculations are discussed in sections 3.4 

and 3.5 respectively. 

2.5 Calculating Permeability 

Permeability is a measure of a porous material’s ability to transmit fluids [23]. A common 

way of doing this is to use Darcy’s law, 

  
  

 

  

 
 

where, Q is the volumetric flow, K is the permeability coefficient, A is the cross-sectional 

area, µ is the viscosity of the fluid, ΔP is the pressure difference across the material, and L is 

the thickness of the porous material. Darcy’s law is only valid for flows where the viscous 
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forces are much stronger than inertia forces, common in most slow flows. Calculating the 

Reynolds number (Re) is a common way to compare the two forces, 

   
   

 
 

where υ is the velocity of the flow, ρ is the density, δ is a characteristic diameter in the 

porous sample (i.e. average pore diameter). Darcy’s law is valid where the Re value is less 

than one. To estimate the Re of the flow the average pore diameter needed to be estimated. It 

was assumed that the particles were perfect spheres with a conservative diameter of 60µm, as 

shown in Figure 2.5.1. The space between the four particles is the estimated size of the 

average pore, 3.14*10
-5

m. 

 
Figure 2.5.1: Assumed pore structure for Re estimation 

All calculated Re values were 0.35 or less, meaning that Darcy’s law was valid for the flow 

regimes seen in the pressure drop experiment.  Since a gas was being used for the pressure 

drop experiment the compressibility of the nitrogen must be taken into account with a 

variation of Darcy’s law, Eqn. 2.5.1 

  
  

 

  
    

 

   
           Eqn. 2.5.1 
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where P1 is the inlet pressure, P2 is the outlet pressure, and P is the pressure of the gas where 

its properties, such as temperature, are measured. To find the permeability of the sample over 

a range of flow rates Eqn. 2.5.1 is rearranged to get Eqn. 2.5.2, 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

  
    

 

   
          Eqn. 2.5.2 

where υ is the velocity of the flow. Using Eqn. 2.5.2 it is possible to plot a 
  
    

 

   
 vs υ graph. 

A linear trendline can then be found with the slope being equal to 
 

 
. It is then possible to 

solve for the permeability of the sample. The 300K value for µ was used for the nitrogen gas 

[24]. The uncertainty in the calculation of the permeability of the sample is discussed in 

section 3.9. 
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3.0 Uncertainty analysis 

Understanding the accuracy of experimental work is crucial when using the measured values 

for product design or as a reference in a different experiment. Using the method developed 

by Kline and McClintock [25], the uncertainty in the calculation of the porosity, the thermal 

conductivity, and the pressure drop can be found and expressed in the form of Eqn. 3.0.1 

                  Eqn. 3.0.1 

Where R is the result, wR is the uncertainty of the result and the range, b to 1, is the odds that 

the actual result are within the uncertainty range. If the result, R, is a function of several 

variables such that, 

             ) 

Then to find the uncertainty, wR, in R, Eqn. 3.0.2 is used 

     
  

   
   

 

  
  

   
   

 

    
  

   
   

 

 

 
  

   Eqn. 3.0.2 

where wn is the uncertainty in the variable vn. Table 3.0.1 is a list of uncertainties of 

measurement devices used in this experiment.  Some uncertainty calculations must be done 

for each measurement as they are based upon a percentage of the reading or when the 

uncertainty is computed using Eqn. 3.0.2 measurement terms are left in the equation that 

must be evaluated. 
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Table 3.0.1: Measurement Uncertainties 

Measurement Type Uncertainty Reference 

T type thermocouple ±0.5°C or 0.4% whichever is greater [26] 

DAQ T type thermocouple 

error 

±0.4°C and ±0.5°C cold junction 

compensation 

[27] 

DAQ Voltage reading 

error 

0.01% of reading + 0.002% of range (selected 

range = ±0.0310 ) 

[27] 

Pressure transducer error output  ±0.25%  & linearity ±0.05% [28] 

Voltmeter error ±0.04% + 2 digits for DC; ±3% + 200 digits 

for AC 

[29] 

Ohmmeter error ±0.07% + 2 digits +0.02Ω [29] 

Scale mass error ±0.05g [30] 

Graduated cylinder (100 

mL) 

±1.0 mL [31] 

Graduated cylinder (25mL) ±0.5 mL [31] 

Flow meter volume flow 

rate error 

±1% full scale (1 L/min) [32] 

Dial calipers ±0.0005 inches [33] 

 

3.1 Uncertainty in liquid volume measurement 

Each measurement of the volume required using the 100 mL graduated cylinder twice and 

the 25mL graduate cylinder three times, as shown below. 

                                     

Where      is the first of three volume measurements of the pressure apparatus,        is the 

first or second volume measurement made by a 100mL graduated cylinder, and       is a 
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volume measurement made by a 25mL graduated cylinder.   Therefore the uncertainty in one 

measurement of the volume of the pressure apparatus was, 

       
     

       
     

 

  
     

       
     

 

  
     

      
    

 

  
     

      
    

 

  
     

      
    

 

 

 
  

 

            
       

  
 
               Eqn. 3.1.1 

Where wg,1 is the uncertainty in the first volume measurement of the pressure apparatus, w100 

is the uncertainty in a measurement made by a 100mL graduated cylinder, and w25 is the 

uncertainty in a measurement made by a 25mL graduated cylinder. Since three measurements 

were made and the average taken the final volume,    is expressed as, 

   
 

 
                 

Also the uncertainty of the three volume measurements are equal so wg,1= wg,2= wg,3, giving 

as the total uncertainty, wg, in Eqn. 3.1.2 
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                    Eqn. 3.1.2 

The uncertainty of the volume found by the graduated cylinders is dominated by the large 

uncertainty of the 100ml cylinder, using a more precise volume measuring tool, such as the 

25mL cylinder, would have reduced the uncertainty. 

3.2 Uncertainty in volume and area measurements using calipers 

Calipers where used to measure the height and diameter of a cylinder for the thermal 

conductivity experiments, with the equation below used to calculate the volume, 
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where h is the height of the cylinder and D is the diameter. The uncertainty in this calculation 

is calculated using the Kline & McClintock(1953) method. 

     
 

 
     

 

   
 

 
     

 

 

 
  

   
  

  
    

      
  

 
     

   

 
  

 

where    is the uncertainty in a volume measurement taken by calipers, and wc is the 

uncertainty in the measurement by a dial caliper. A better way is to divide    by , giving 

Eqn. 3.2.1 

  

 
  

  
 

  
 

   
 

  
 
 
  

    Eqn. 3.2.1 

Similarly for cross sectional areas such as AS or Apdr Eqn. 3.2.2 was used. 

  

 
 

   

 
           Eqn. 3.2.2 

Where wA is the uncertainty in the cross sectional area as measured by a pair of dial calipers, 

and A is the area. For things like Apvc which is a ring Eqn. 3.2.3 was used. 

      
 

 
       

     
  

 
      Eqn. 3.2.3 

Where wring is the uncertainty in the cross sectional area of a PVC pipe.  The uncertainty in 

the volume of the material of a PVC pipe is given in Eqn. 3.2.4. 

     
 

 

 
         

     
               

           
  

 
     Eqn. 3.2.4 

All uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty in the measurement by the dial calipers. 

3.3 Uncertainty in Temperature 

There are inherent uncertainties in making a temperature measurement with a single 

thermocouple, both in the device itself and in the DAQ system.  For the uncertainty in a 

single temperature reading, wTC, it is necessary to analyze the three uncertainties in the 

measurement: the error in the device itself; erroneous cold junction compensation in the 

DAQ; and uncertainty in calculating the temperature from the output voltage from the 

thermocouple by the DAQ. While not stated in the DAQ user’s manual, it is assumed that a 
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7
th

 order polynomial is used to interpret the output voltage of the thermocouple with an 

uncertainty of ±0.5°C, with the coefficients, an, given by Holman [34] is  given in Eqn. 3.3.1 

            
       

         Eqn. 3.3.1 

where V is the output voltage of thermocouple, T is the temperature, and an is coefficient. 

However, uncertainties in temperature measurements from thermocouples are given in terms 

of end temperature not output voltage.  The value for wTC is shown in Eqn. 3.3.2, and is 

simply the three uncertainties in the temperature added together. 

                    °C                     Eqn. 3.3.2 

Because these temperature uncertainties are believed to be random, 500 samples were taken 

for the thermal conductivity experiments and 30 for the pressure drop.  The uncertainty for a 

temperature measurement is then expressed by Eqn. 3.3.3 for a 95% confidence interval on a 

large number of measurements [34]. 

        
 

  
                Eqn. 3.3.3 

Where wT is the uncertainty in a temperature measurement, n is the number of samples taken, 

and σ is the standard deviation of the measurements from the thermocouple. wT was 

calculated for temperature measurements of the sample heater, the two sample temperatures, 

and the two guard plate temperatures for the unsifted and sifted powder samples. For 

temperature difference is was necessary to use the Kline & McClintock[25] method. The 

uncertainty in ∆Tpdr and ∆Thtr are expressed in equations Eqn. 3.3.4 and Eqn. 3.3.5, 

respectively. 

            
 
       

 
 
 
                         Eqn. 3.3.4 

where wpdr is the uncertainty in ∆Tpdr.  For ∆Thtr the temperature of the guard plate is an 

average between two thermocouples and so the uncertainty requires an extra step. 

      
 

 
     

 

  
 

 
     

 

 

 
  

 

where wGP is the uncertainty in the temperature of the guard plate, and     is the uncertainty 

of one of the two thermocouples on the guard plate.  
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                         Eqn. 3.3.5 

where whtr is the uncertainty in ∆Thtr. The large uncertainty in a single measurement from a 

thermocouple requires the average of a large number of temperature measurements to reduce 

the uncertainty. 

3.4 Uncertainty in Pressure 

When finding uncertainty in Eqn. 2.4.1 three variables must be considered: Vmax; Vout; and 

the linearity of the pressure transducer. To calculate the uncertainty in Vmax by starting with 

the equation below, 

             
  

 
 

where Vexcite is the excitation voltage applied to the pressure transducer, and 
  

 
 is the 

millivolt out per volt in ratio.  The uncertainty for Vmax is expressed in Eqn. 3.4.1, 

               
  

 
 
 

             
  
 
 

 

 
  

  Eqn. 3.4.1 

where wmax is the uncertainty in Vmax.  While Vout is an average of 30 samples to remove 

electrical noise, Eqn. 3.4.2 was used for its uncertainty, 

                     Eqn. 3.4.2 

where wout is the uncertainty for Vout, the output from the pressure transducer. The 

uncertainty in the linearity is given by the manufacture of the pressure transducer. Thus for 

the uncertainty in the pressure we get, 

     
    
    

        
 

  
    

    
              

 

  
      

    
     

 

 

 
  

 

Where wP is the uncertainty for the pressure and wlinear is the uncertainty in the linearity of 

the pressure transducer. For a more useful equation we can divide by Eqn. 2.4.1 to get Eqn. 

3.4.3. 

  

 
  

       
 

       
 

    
 

    
  

    
 

    
  

 
  

       Eqn. 3.4.3 
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Where linear is the linearity, here 0 to 50 for the pressure transducers used.  To find the 

uncertainty in the change of pressure we get Eqn. 3.4.4 

              
 
         

 
 
 
  

                 Eqn. 3.4.4 

The uncertainty in the pressure measurements is dominated by the uncertainty in the output 

of the pressure transducer, wo, and the uncertainty in the linearity of the output, wlinear. The 

uncertainty, wmax, was negligible. 

3.5 Uncertainty in Flow Measurement 

The uncertainty for QN2 in Eqn. 2.4.2 is given below, however a much more useful form of 

the equation is given as Eqn. 3.5.1 

    
     

    

  
    
   

     
 
 

  
    

   
     

 
 

  
        

   
     

 

 

 

 
  

 

   

   
  

     
 

    
  

     
 

    
  

    
 

   
  

 
  

   Eqn. 3.5.1 

Where wN2 is the uncertainty in the calculated volume flow of nitrogen through the system,  

     
is the uncertainty in the volume flow measurement from the meter, and      

     
 

   [22]and is the uncertainty in the density of the air and nitrogen. To get the uncertainty for 

the mass flow rate of the nitrogen we use Eqn. 3.5.1 and apply the Kline McClintock method 

to Eqn. 2.4.6 to get Eqn. 3.5.2. 

    
 

    
        

          
  

 
     Eqn. 3.5.2 

Where wm is the uncertainty in the mass flow rate. The uncertainty in the volume and mass 

flow rates of nitrogen is dominated by the uncertainty in the volume flow rate from the 

Hastings series 203 flow meter. The uncertainty in the density of air and nitrogen are almost 

negligible. 

3.6 Uncertainty in Porosity calculation 

When finding the uncertainty in the calculation of the porosity it is easier to do so if          

Eqn. 2.2.1 is rewritten as: 
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The uncertainty in ρcompact is not stated by Lambert et al. [13]. To estimate the uncertainty 

Eqn. 3.6.1 is used. 

         
   

  

       
 
 

  
       

       
         

 
 

 

 
  

          Eqn. 3.6.1 

For the calculation of Eqn. 3.6.1 the mass of the sample was taken to be 2.210kg and the 

volume was 1/1000 of cubic meter. The uncertainties of the mass and volume are the same as 

those in Table 3.0.1 or previously calculated for a volume measurement using calipers. 

Then the uncertainty for porosity is found from Eqn. 3.6.2 

            
  

                
 
 

  
        

       

       
          

 
 

  
         

       

                
  

 

 

 
  

  Eqn. 3.6.2 

For Eqn. 3.6.1 neither uncertainty term dominates, while in Eqn. 3.6.2 the uncertainty in 

ρcompact is negligible. 

3.7 Uncertainty in Energy Input Calculations 

Before it is possible to calculate the uncertainty in qin from Eqn. 2.3.1 the uncertainties of qhtr 

and the resistance of the heater must be calculated. The resistance of the heater is modeled 

well by a third order polynomial with temperature as the variable, using the resistance 

equation for the unsifted powder gives Eqn. 3.7.1. 

                                 
  

 
                Eqn. 3.7.1 

Now with wR known it is possible to calculate the uncertainty of qhtr, Eqn. 2.3.2, as done in 

Eqn. 3.7.2 

        
  

 
        

 

  
  

     
 

 

 
  

             Eqn. 3.7.2 

Finally, the uncertainty in the energy input, Eqn. 2.3.1, into the thermal conductivity 

experiment can be found with Eqn. 3.7.3 

    
        

    
  

  
         

   
  

  
        

   
    

  
         

   
    

  
     

  
 
  

        Eqn. 3.7.3 
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Budaiwi et al. [35] gave the uncertainty for ks as ±3%. In Eqn. 3.7.2 wR dominates and wvmeter 

is negligible. While in Eqn. 3.7.3 wA is completely negligible and wc could be neglected with 

only a small effect. 

3.8 Uncertainty in thermal conductivity calculations 

Before calculating the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of the carbon powder, it is 

necessary to calculate the uncertainty in the assumed value of thermal conductivity of the 

PVC. While Tseng et al.[21]  does not state the uncertainty in the range of thermal 

conductivities that is recorded, Tseng et al. used a guarded hot plate method and so the 

uncertainty can be calculated for Eqn. 3.8.1, as this would be the equation used to find the 

thermal conductivity of the PVC using the guarded hot plate method. 

          
    

      
        Eqn. 3.8.1 

Where kpvc,thry is the theoretical thermal conductivity of PVC pipe using the guarded hot plate 

method. The uncertainty of kpvc,thry is estimated in Eqn. 3.8.2 

          

         
  

    
 

   
  

  
 

  
 

    
 

    
     

 

    
  

 
  

          Eqn. 3.8.2 

To evaluate Eqn. 3.8.2 values need to be estimated for  qin,  , ΔT, and Apvc since these are not 

specified by Tseng et al.[21] The same value for Apvc was chosen as was used in the thermal 

experiment, and qin was assumed to be the same as for the thermal experiment on the unsifted 

powder.    was assumed to be 0.05m giving a ΔT of 24.61°C. The     
  and     

  values were 

taken from the unsifted powder uncertainty estimations. The uncertainty wc could be 

neglected from Eqn. 3.82.  To calculate an assumed PVC thermal conductivity, a liner 

interpolation of the range stated by Tseng et al. was used. The formula used was Eqn. 3.8.3, 

     
     

        
 
     

   
                      Eqn. 3.8.3 

where SGpvc is the specific gravity of the 3 inch foam core PVC pipe. The density of the PVC 

was found by measuring a sample with dial calipers and finding its mass with a scale. The 

uncertainty in      is given in Eqn. 3.8.4 
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     Eqn. 3.8.4 

In Eqn.3.8.4 the uncertainty in the mass of the PVC dominates. Now it is possible to compute 

the uncertainty on the assumed PVC thermal conductivity, as shown in Eqn. 3.8.5 

      
     

   
   

          

    
      

 

   
   

      
           

 
  

   

    
      

 
 

 
  

         Eqn. 3.8.5 

Eqn. 3.8.5 is dominated by wρpvc. Finally, it is possible to find the uncertainty in the thermal 

conductivity of the carbon powder, from Eqn. 2.3.4, this is shown in Eqn. 3.8.6 

                     
  

    
  

    

     
           

 

  
    

 

         
 
 

  
     

         
 
 

  
    

         
      

 

 

                                           
         

    
 
 

  
         

    
 
 

 

 
  

 

 

Eqn. 3.8.6 is not dominated by any particular uncertainty but wc and wring are negligible. 

3.9 Uncertainty in Permeability Calculation 

There are two parts to the uncertainty in the calculation of the permeability of the carbon 

sample. Since a graph of 
  
    

 

   
 vs υ was used to find the permeability, K, then the uncertainty 

in the values of 
  
    

 

   
 and υ must be found. The uncertainty for 

  
    

 

   
 is shown in Eqn. 3.9.1 

       
     

     
 
 

  
     

     
 
 

  
  
    

 

    
  

      
 

  
  
    

 

      
   

 

 

 
  

  Eqn. 3.9.1 

where wK,P is the uncertainty in 
  
    

 

   
, P1 is the pressure before the carbon sample, P2 is the 

pressure down flow from the sample, Pgas is the pressure where nitrogen properties, such as 

temperature, are measured, and the wP’s are the uncertainty in the associated pressure. Eqn. 

3.9.1 is dominated by the uncertainties in the high and low pressures. The uncertainty in the 

flow velocity is shown in Eqn. 3.9.2, 

     
    

 
 
 

  
     

   
 

 

 
  

   Eqn. 3.9.2 

Eqn. 3.8.6 
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Eqn. 3.9.2 is dominated by the uncertainty in the volume flow of nitrogen. 

3.10 Summary of Uncertainty 

Table 3.10.1 contains a summary of the calculated uncertainties. Uncertainties for pressure 

and permeability are not included due to the large number of data points, but error bars are 

included on figures shown in Section 4. 

Table 3.10.1 Summary of Uncertainties 

Variable Uncertainty of Variable Uncertainty Percent of Variable 

ΔTpdr(K) wpdr 
unsifted 0.0108 0.36 

Sifted 0.0056 0.10 

qin (W)      

unsifted 0.0041 0.32 

Sifted 0.0005 0.12 

kpdr (W/m∙K)       
unsifted 0.0300 6.9 

Sifted 0.0406 6.8 

Porosity  

(Thermal) 
wPorosity 

unsifted 5.971E-5 7.02E-3 

Sifted 0.0001 0.02 

Porosity 

(Pressure) wPorosity 
unsifted 0.0001 0.02 

Sifted 0.0002 0.02 

kpvc (W/m∙K)       0.0048 3.0 
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4.0 Results  

4.1 Thermal Conductivity Results 

Results for the thermal conductivity of powdered activated carbon were found for unsifted 

and sifted samples. The porosity and density of these samples was found as well. The 

resistance to flow through the powdered carbon was measured by a pressure drop through a 

sample of the unsifted powder. The pressure drop was recorded for various volume and mass 

flow rates. Thermal conductivity and density measurements are summarized in Table 4.1.1. 

Table 4.1.1: Summary of Thermal Conductivity Measurements 

 Density (kg/m
3
) Porosity Thermal Conductivity 

(W/m∙K) 

Unsifted 329.5 ±0.13  

(0.04%) 

0.851 ±5.9E-5 

(7.02E-3%) 

0.43 ±0.03 

 (6.9%) 

Sifted 542.6 ±0.27 

(0.05%) 

0.754 ±1.25E-4 

(0.02%) 

0.59 ±0.04  

(6.8%) 

 

Table 4.1.2 shows the changes in density, porosity, and thermal conductivity due to sifting. 

Table 4.1.2: Changes in Powder Properties Due to Sifting (Sifted vs. Unsifted) 

% density increase % decrease in Porosity % increase  in Thermal Conductivity 

64.643 11.330 35.882 
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4.2 Pressure Drop and Permeability Results 

Results for the pressure drop experiment are summarized in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, showing 

pressure drop versus volume flow and mass flow rates, respectively. Error bars are included 

to show the uncertainty associated with each measurement. 

  

Figure 4.2.1: ΔP vs. Volume Flow Rate Through Unsifted Activated Powdered Carbon 
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Figure 4.2.2: ΔP vs. Mass Flow Rate Through Unsifted Activated Powdered Carbon 

In both Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 a linear fit was made, with the equation and R
2
 values 

displayed on the graph. Figure 4.2.3 is the plot of the compressible Darcy’s law used to find 

the permeability. 
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Figure 4.3.2: Plot of compressible Darcy’s law used to find permeability for unsifted powder 

With a value of 1.78*10
-5

kg/m∙s for nitrogen’s dynamic viscosity, µ, it was determined that 

the permeability, K, was 6.5*10
-13 

m
2
. 

Table 4.2.1 gives the physical properties of the unsifted powder that was used in the pressure 

drop experiment. Information is included for sifted powder for comparison. 
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Table 4.2.1: Physical Properties of Carbon in Pressure Drop Experiment. 

 Density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Porosity Cross Sectional Area 

(m
2
) 

Thickness of 

Powder (m) 

Unsifted 415.0 ±0.3 

(0.07%) 

0.8122±0.00014 

(0.17%) 

0.008225±1.55*10
-6

 

(0.02%) 

0.02642±1.27*10
-5

 

(0.005%) 

Sifted 498.8 ±0.3 

(0.07%) 

0.7743±0.00015  

(0.20%) 

0.008225±1.55*10
-6

 

(0.02%) 

0.02642±1.27*10
-5

 

(0.005%) 

 

For the pressure drop experiment sifting increased the density by 20.198% and decreased the 

porosity by 4.670%. The difference in densities from the thermal to pressure drop 

experiments must be due to the qualitative nature of determining when the sample volume 

was full.  The heights of the samples differed, for the pressure drop the depth of the powder 

was approximately 1 inch while in the thermal experiments it was 2.3 and 5.8 inches for the 

sifted and unsifted runs, respectively. This does not seem to cause the powder to be denser 

simply from the weight of the powder above it. While the data for these individual porosities 

is valid, it is difficult to control the porosity for a given mixture of particle size using an 

agitation and gravity method of compaction. 
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5.0 Discussion 

5.1 Comparison of measured thermal conductivities to literature 

To verify the results of the measured thermal conductivity for the powdered activated carbon 

a literature study was conducted and compiled in Table 5.1.1 

Table 5.1.1: Thermal Conductivity Measurements for Activated Carbon From 

Literature 

Type of 

Activated 

Carbon 

Particle size 

(mm) 

Density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Porosity Thermal Conductivity 

(W/m∙K) 

Reference 

Granular ― 460 0.781 0.11 [36] 

Granular 1.04-2.6 620 0.705 0.19 [37] 

Granular 2.0 (average) 500 0.762 0.3055 [38] 

Granular 0.653-1.585 360 0.829 0.017 [39] 

Theoretical ― 609 0.71 0.431 [40] 

Theoretical 

Powder 

0.006 480 0.771 0.105-0.21 [41] 

Consolidated 

(with CaCl2) 

― 600 0.7143 0.3 

(kteflon=0.2 W/m∙K) 

[36] 

PTFE binded 

pellet bricks 

― 250 0.881 0.12 

(kteflon=0.2 W/m∙K) 

[42] 

PTFE binded 

pellet bricks 

― 400 0.810 0.11 

(kteflon=0.2 W/m∙K) 

[42] 

PTFE binded 

pellet bricks 

― 435 0.793 0.17 [42] 

Monolithic 

(granular 

precursor) 

― 600 0.714 0.33 [43] 

Monolithic 

(granular 

precursor) 

― 750 0.643 0.44 [43] 

Monolithic 

(granular 

precursor) 

― 840 0.600 0.7 [43] 

Solidified 

Granular with 

pitch binder 

0.653-1.585 600 0.714 0.305 [39] 

Powder ― 235 0.888 0.15 [44] 

Powder ― 269 0.892 0.27 [44] 
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Looking at Table 5.1.1 it is clear that a wide range of thermal conductivities were found in 

previous studies. While most granular carbons had poor thermal conductivity, one [38] had a 

much higher thermal conductivity than others. Granular samples have a much more tortuous 

path for the heat to follow than other samples due to the large particle size which result in 

larger voids. The powders also had low thermal conductivity [44], but their densities were 

also much lower than those used in this study.  When comparing the thermal conductivity of 

the activated carbon powder to that of the monolithic and solidified carbons it is important to 

note that they are an effective thermal conductivity and that the binder can affect the 

conductivity of the sample. Cacciola et al.[42] concluded that PTFE(Teflon) had a large 

effect, since a singular solid grain had a thermal conductivity of 1.06W/m∙K, much higher 

than the conglomerate’s effective thermal conductivity.  Monolithic carbon [44], while 

having densities up to 840 kg/m
3
 is infused with an organic binder to hold it in its compact 

form [18]. This organic binder affects the overall thermal conductivity of the monolithic 

carbon. Many organic binders [45] [46] [47] are made of cellulose, which has a thermal 

conductivity of approximately 0.040-0.044 W/m∙K[48], thus lowering the overall effective 

thermal conductivity of the monolithic carbon body. The monolithic carbons were able to 

achieve the highest thermal conductivities in spite of cellulose’s low thermal conductivity 

due to their high densities. All previous studies of bound activated carbon samples with 

densities around 600kg/m
3
 had thermal conductivities that were similar, most being less than 

6% from the average, 3.11 W/m∙K. The results for the thermal conductivity of the current 

samples of powdered activated carbon were higher than expected, surpassing all previous 

samples with similar densities. This is discussed further in section 5.2. 

5.2 Effects of density on thermal conductivity of sample 

Particle size had a large effect on the properties of the powder bed. When comparing the 

unsifted sample to the sample where all the particles were smaller than 40μm there is a 65% 

increase in density while only losing 11% of the powder’s porosity. The difference is much 

smaller for the samples from the permeability experiment, with only an increase of 20% in 

the density and a reduction of 4.7% in porosity. This means that finer powders would be able 
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to adsorb more per unit volume than the coarse ones. In addition, the thermal conductivity 

was increased 36% by simply removing particles with diameters larger than 40μm. When 

comparing the current samples of powders to those used previously [44], the densities were 

18.4% and 28.7% lower than the unsifted powder’s. This resulted in conductivities that were 

38.6% and 65.9% less than the unsifted powder’s. While this seems like a large increase the 

previously measured powders [44] had a 44.4% increase in thermal conductivity but only a 

12.6% increase in density. 

5.3 Effects of PVC thermal conductivity on measured carbon thermal conductivity 

The thermal conductivity of the PVC pipe that contained the powdered carbon during the 

thermal experiment was estimated from Tseng et al.[22] based upon the density of the foam 

core PVC pipe. Large uncertainty in this value could have an impact on the measured thermal 

conductivity of the powder. Looking at Eqn. 2.3.4 we see that the thermal conductivity of the 

powder is shifted by a value proportional to the thermal conductivity of the PVC. The chosen 

value of kpvc is a reasonable one but the uncertainty in its value was estimated to be ±3%. 

Table 5.3.1 shows the values of kpdr for kpvc ±3% and ±10%. 

Table 5.3.1: Effects of kpvc of kpdr 

 kpvc kpdr unsifted kpdr sifted 

+ 3% 0.16814 0.4356 0.5925 

- 3% 0.15834 0.4385 0.5953 

+10% 0.17956 0.4324 0.5892 

-10% 0.14691 0.4417 0.5986 

Looking at Table 5.3.1 it is possible to see that the influence with just a ±3% change in kpvc is 

not significant due to the large Apdr to Apvc ratio and even a ±10% error in the estimation of 

kpvc still has kpdr within the limits of uncertainty specified in Table 4.1.1. 
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5.4 Pressure Drop and Permeability 

The high resistance to flow causes the flow to be laminar as indicated by the linear trend in 

the pressure drop as shown in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.  Unfortunately the pressure drop 

through the sifted powder could not be obtained due to an accident where the powder was 

ejected from the pressure apparatus. The increase in the density of the sifted powder would 

cause the pressure drop to have been higher, resulting in a steeper slope of ΔP versus volume 

and mass flows and a lower permeability. The value obtained for the permeability of the 

sample, 6.5*10
-13 

m
2
, is greater, by about 18 times, than those seen for dense monolithic 

carbons [17]. The lack of a binder resulted in a higher permeability even though the densities 

were similar. While the permeability is lower than the 10
-12

 required for a low pressure AC 

system[12], such as a carbon-methanol system, it is high enough that mass transfer 

limitations should not be a problem in a high pressure system such as carbon-ammonia. 

5.5 Future work: Adsorber design 

Now that the thermal conductivity and permeability of the activated carbon powder is known 

work can be done to optimize the design of an adsorber in a carbon-ammonia refrigeration 

system. The author proposes using a shell and tube design similar to that shown in Figure 

5.5.1. 
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Figure 5.5.1: Proposed Adsorber design 

 This design is simple but allows for the implementation of internal fins and particle retention 

while being able to withstand the high pressures of the carbon-ammonia system. Also gas 

flow channels are not necessary since activated carbon- ammonia is a high pressure system 

and it can be assumed that the resistance to mass transfer is negligible [49]. The heat transfer 

fluid path does not have to withstand high pressures and provides good surface area contact 

to the carbon container. 

5.5.1 Important design aspects 

Important aspects to consider when designing the adsorber are: ammonia is corrosive so 

stainless steel must be used; a retention screen must be used to isolate the adsorbate; a 

carbon-ammonia system runs at high pressure, approximately 3MPa (435 psi); and reductions 

in non-adsorbate mass improve system performance. It is unfortunate that ammonia is 

corrosive to aluminum and copper as heat transfer is important for improving performance of 

the system, but stainless steel is approximately 30 times more thermally conductive than the 
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carbon (k≈15 W/m∙K) with other mild steels being even more conductive (k ≈54 W/m∙K) 

[24]. Stainless steel should be used for all aspects of the system that are in contact with the 

ammonia and water to prevent corrosion. Other more conductive steels may be used where 

only ammonia is present, such as the internal fins and containment tube. The retention screen 

is an important aspect of an adsober design that utilizes a powdered adsorber, as escaped 

particles can foul control valves or the expansion valve. This screen must also be constrained 

in a manner that keeps particles from escaping and provides support since such a fine screen 

must be used. The author proposes using concentric cylinders with ventilation holes. These 

cylinders are represented in Figure 5.5.1 by the horizontal lines to the right of the retaining 

screen. Lastly, a reduction in non-adsorbate mass results in a more efficient system as less 

material has to be heated and cooled during the refrigeration cycle. 

 

5.5.2 Adsorption limits 

The ammonia adsorption limits of the tested powdered activated carbon should be tested and 

matched to a concentration equation such as the Dubin-Radushkevich [17] equation shown 

Eqn. 5.5.1 

        
 

    
   

 

        Eqn. 5.5.1 

where x is the concentration of ammonia in the carbon (kg NH3/kg carbon), x0 is the 

maximum ammonia concentration under saturation conditions, T is the carbon temperature in 

Kelvin, Tsat is the saturation temperature, κ and n are constants found by experimental results.   

This is necessary to estimate the amount of ammonia that is adsorbed at the operating 

temperatures of the system. While many different carbons have been tested for the adsorption 

limit of ammonia, [14] the values can vary significantly even for the same type of carbon 

bed(granular, powder, monolithic etc). With the adsorption limit known it is possible to 

calculate the required volume of the adsorbate. The process for this calculation is explained 

in [13]. A calculation in [13], assuming the adsorption system is replacing a 5.0kW  

compressor system, requires 0.696 kg of ammonia to be desorbed during the heating phase of 
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the adsorber. The mass of adsorbate required is then estimated based upon the adsorption 

limits of the adsorbate. With the knowledge of the density of the activated powdered carbon 

it is then possible to know what volume of carbon is required for the desired system output. 

One should note that a denser carbon body takes less space to hold the same amount of 

ammonia, but usually cannot adsorb as much ammonia per unit mass of carbon as the 

porosity is lower. A balance must be found that gives the smallest required volume. One 

additional positive side effect of a smaller volume is less material to heat and cool, increasing 

performance of the system. 

5.5.3 Optimization of the Adsorber 

Areas that need to be optimized are: Diameter and thickness of activated carbon container; 

thickness and number of fins to enhance heat transfer in carbon; and fin type (pin, radial, 

steel wool). To properly optimize the adsorber a computer routine that models incorporating 

both heat and mass transfer in the adsorbate should be used such as by Sun et al. [49], Al 

Mers et al. [50] or Corral [51]. This model would predict system COP as a function of one of 

the variables to be optimized and in this manner the design of the adsorber can be optimized. 

While mass transfer is not a limiting factor in high pressure systems, if the adsorber is 

required to be long, say greater than 0.5m, than an assessment of the effects of length should 

be explored as well. To increase permeability a gas channel would have to be added using a 

fine retention screen, adding to the complexity of the adsorber.
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6.0 Conclusions 

Powdered activated carbon is a prime candidate for use in an adsorption refrigeration cycle, 

with a thermal conductivity just as high as some variants of monolithic carbon and an ability 

to adsorb more ammonia. 

Other methods of sifting the powder should be explored, as a gravity based method would be 

too slow for commercial viability. One solution might be to use a compressed gas coupled 

with agitation to force the particle through the screens instead of using gravity to do this.  

Deceases in particle size will increase the thermal conductivity and density of the powder 

bed, but at the expense of porosity and permeability of the bed. Additional studies could be 

done to further study the effects of sample particle size on porosity. An apparatus that 

pressed a known mass of carbon powder to a predetermined volume might accomplish this. 

However, activated carbon when fully compacted has a high density, 2210 kg/m
3
, but this is 

undesirable as the porosity is zero and no adsorption would be possible. 

 Another challenge in working with powdered activated carbon is that it is very difficult to 

contain. Very small particles go through even 325 x 2300 mesh screens, which could lead to 

fouling of a refrigeration system. The use of finer screens to eliminate this is possible, but 

such fine screens are very expensive, and restrict flow.  

With the information gained from these experiments further work must be done to optimize 

the design of an adsorber.  The only remaining experimental work to be done before 

simulations is a characterization of ammonia absorbance, and then simulations to optimize 

the adsorber could follow. 

Knowing the thermal conductivity of powdered activated carbon is a necessary component to 

design efficient adsorber banks for an operational unit. This work shows that powdered 

activated carbon should be considered for a solid adsorption refrigeration cycle to cool a 

passenger compartment utilizing otherwise wasted heat energy in the exhaust of the engine. 

This work has significance as the focus on energy efficiency, especially in passenger 
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vehicles, increases. Reductions in accessory loads such as the AC, is a viable option to reach 

fuel efficiency goals. 
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